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Freshman excites crowd 





Bisons to face 
SA U tomorrow 
Page 10 
Broadcasting system 
to be installed 
in Student Center 
A Bruner Broadcasting System was to 
have been installed in the Student Center 
sometime this week, according to Dr. 
Jerome Barnes, professor of education 
and director of the media center. 
The system will be contained in a three-
foot by one-foot box suspended from the 
ceiling in a corner of the Student Center 
lounge area. 
The system, which is computer-
programmed, will broadcast world news, 
sports, some market reports, weather and 
some advertising, Barnes said. It is 
provided to the University in conjunction 
with the Bruner Broadcasting Company of 
Texas. 
The BBC of Texas provides two 
broadcasts per day to the system. The first 
broadcast is about 7 a.m. and is 
repeated until the second one comes on-at 
noon. 
Barnes said that the system runs with an 
eight-minute repeating segment. "It will 
aid the students in better communication 
and sometimes it can get news out quicker 
than television,'' Barnes said. 
By seriding.in weekly Information ahead 
of time, the system can broadcast in-
formation like the University movie 
~chedule and other special events that go 
on during the week. The system will be 
helpful to visitors as well as students, 
Barnes said. 
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Sausage on a stick 
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The University is one of the many 
schools in this area that are taking ad-
vantage of the electronic information 
center. Other schools participating are 
Arkansas Tech, Henderson and University 
of Arkansas at Fayetteville. 
While taking a break between classes, Bruce Picker and Lauri Shirley enjoy "sausage on a stick," sold by the 
Associated Women for Harding during Homecoming weekend. 
Volunteer group formed to help student recruitment 
by Carol Landerfelt 
Bison staff writer 
"Students recruit their peers for a 
possible future at Harding better than Dr. 
Ganus or anyone else," Durwood McGaha, 
director of admissions, recently said. 
At tbe beginning of the semester, the 
admissions office formed "VISA" or 
Volunteers In Support of Admissions, to 
involve students in the recruiting process. 
The 20-person committee was "hand-
picked" by the admissions office, and is 
mostly composed of juniors and seniors. 
According to McGaha, formation of the 
committee was due to the decline of 18 
year-old graduates available to come to 
college and the decreasing number of 
students at the University. 
good school," VISA committee member 
Cary Daniel said. 
At Christian schools, tbe group will often 
lead devo~ionals in an effort to portray the 
spiritual atmosphere of the University. 
qA positive attitude makes them more 
interested," VlSA member Jaime Deeter 
said. "And, young people tend to listen to 
other young people without feeling 
inhibited. For this reason, VISA is a good 
program." 
"Young people tend to listen to 
other young people without 
feeling inhibited. For this 
reason, VISA is a good program." 
Jaime Deeter, 
VISA volunteer 
uVISA is a new concept, but so far it has 
been effective," McGaha said. "It gives 
the students involved an opportunity to 
travel, earn money and learn more about 
Harding." "Students on most campuses are un-
The duties of VISA include talking to derutilized," McGaha said. "We hope to 
prospective University students at High improve the VISA program from year to 
School Day, College Days, Spring Sing year so as to involve the committee 
Youth Fonun and youth rallies. The group members as much as possible." 
will usually set up a booth, complete with One way of doing this is by keeping the 
University brochures and the Petit Jean number of VISA members at 20 or fewer. A 
yea~k. , larger group would make it difficult to 
\~~·we tell them why Ranting .is such· ·a· • ' spreali ·the •werk ·around ·and ·keep ·tbe 
members interested. 
Comprising the 1983-84 VISA committee 
are Blair Bryan, Jill "Bohan, Byron 
Garlock, John Cherry , Cary Daniel, 
Mitchell Davis, Jaime Deeter, Tim Dill 
Charles Dupre, Darren Findley, Stan 
Manning, Susan Me~ Susan Perkins, 
Anne-Mal'ie Petree, Robyn Jt.anson, Kim 
Reynolds, Jeff Smith, Kelly Van Patter, 
Shannon Walker and Mike Woods. 
."I am very happy with the performance 
of the VISA students," said McGaha. "If 
anyone is interested in being on next 
year's committee, they should contact 
Dawn Zoller, who is in charge of the 
program." 
Directories to be out next week 
Because of a lack of communication 
between the Student Association and the 
Public Relations office, the student 
directories are still in the production 
stages, according to Mansel Smelser, 
coordinator of the project. 
When all of the information is compiled 
by the SA and the public relations office, 
the directories will be completed, Smelser 
said. 
In the past, the public relations office did 
lbe directories themselves, but the SA 
wanted to help and give some student 
mput. This is one of the reasons for the 
joint effort. 
"The public relations office was waiting 
on us (SA> and we were waiting on them," 
said Smelser. "We just needed to get 
together." 
The SA plans to have the directories One theusa.nd copies or the directory will 
completed by next week and available to be printed, with 400 copies desig.naled for 
the students for under $1, Smelser said. faculty and staff members. If the demand 
The public relations office will obtain a from students should exceed the number 
list of students' names, their printed, more will be ordered, Smelser 
classifications, addresses and box num- · said. 
hers, while the SA will be responsible for The directories will be available to the 
compiling the students' phone numbers in students in tbe student center as soon as 
alphabetical ordet . 0 ' ' . · . · .·.·.-.·.·.· ........ 'they are completed,'~ S&i'd. ···'> 'n ••• 
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Social club inductions 
should be in spring 
Today marks the end of this year's four-week social 
club induction period and for the next several weeks 
the InterCiub Councils will be talking with club 
members to make improvements in the system. 
One possible improvement in the induction process 
that has been discussed several times is to move all 
pledging activities to the spring semester. Having 
inductions in the spring would have several ad-
vantages. 
Most importantly, spring inductions would give 
new students an entire semester to get to know club 
members before deciding which club to join. A fall 
semester with no pledging would give students time to 
adjust to their surroundings, develop some study 
habits and establish friendships before choosing a 
club. 
In the current situation, with inductions taking 
place before the sixth week of classes, new students 
barely know the names of all the buildings on campus 
before they are expected to choose a group of people 
that they think they would like to be a part of for the 
next four years. 
Sometimes new members get lucky and are voted 
into a club that will grow with them all through 
school. But too often by the time these students are 
sophomores or juniors, they have become dissatisfied. 
Two of the main arguments against spring in-
ductions are club sports and Spring Sing. 
Many clubs rely on new members to fill our their 
fall sports teams, losing several members to 
graduation or inactivity. But isn't it possible that if 
new members are more sure of the club they join they 
will be less likely to go inactive and be more active in 
the clubs they choose? 
Intramural directors might plan sports for the fall 
semester that require fewer participants. And 
students looking around for a club during the fall who 
want to be involved in sports can participate in the 
intramural programs. 
Although some ofthe planning of Spring Sing takes 
place in the fall, most clubs do not begin practicing 
their choreography until the spring semester. During 
the fall, old members could plan what type of show to 
have, laying the groundwork, then use the new 
members after they join. · 
If inductions were held in the first few weeks of the 
semester, there would be plenty of time for new 
members to become involved in the shows. 
Having inductions in the spring would benefit 
inductees and the clubs themselves in the long run. 
New members who are sure of the club they are 
joining will be more loyal club members once they're 
in. C.VV. 
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God's kingdom is worth fighting for 
A baby screams. This three year old ~g. burns 
covering her entire body, writhes in pain, while a 
doctor cautiously places a gauze pad on the charred 
hollows where her eyes once were. The nurses turn 
their heads. This was Hiroshima, Japan, where the 
living envied the dead. 
She will always hurt. She will cry for months and 
months in pain that none of us has ever known. VVhy? 
I guess you could say she was a sacrifice so that we can 
have freedom and the comfortable lifestyle we enjoy. I 
doubt if she would see it that way. 
VVe hear from Lebanon about a "peace-keeping 
force." Do they pass out Band-aids and Bibles? No. 
They carry instruments for taking human life. They 
protect our rights. But in doing so they deny a young 
wife the right to ever hold her husband again. 
Let's face facts. There's only one kingdom built on 
God and only one army run by love. The Church, 
Human governments (even the U.S.) believe that evil 
means can bring about good results. That's a lie. 
Violence and killing never produce love and peace. I 
can't stand before God with my brother's blood on my 
hands and say, "Lord, it was for a good cause." 
VVe build death devices by the megaton. "VVe won't 
use them," our politicians say, "they're just a bluff for 
protection." VVeapons don't protect, weapons kill. 
Can you see Jesus preaching love but strapping on a 
machine gun just as a bluff? 
I don't expect the world to stop killing. They won't. 
Sinners must protect their lives because that's all they 
have. VVe're different. VVe have forever and death is 
the victory. 
"VVe must protect our families." That won't hold 
water either. VVe are making the selfish assumption 
that the people we love are worth more than the 
people someone else loves. Jesus says that's not true! 
VVhat can I do for my country? Be a Christian. 
"Righteousness exalts a nation," Solomon sajd. 
Spread the good news. You will do more for Uncle 




lu Kevin Fuchs 
God's big war and forget man's little squabbles. 
(NUKE SATAN.) 
If we are innocent and godly and the Ruskies 
wreak havoc on Searcy, they will stand before God. 
The Holy Spirit can change hearts under any 
government. But he cannot dwell in hearts filled with 
hatred and violence. 
"Nonviolence is naive, be realistic," you say. You're 
right. To the world God's love is ridiculous, but to his 
children it makes a lot of sense. 
I think charts of nuclear missile power are a little 
bit abstract when compared to a young child in pain. 
In fact it seems to me that a little girl crying is about 
as real as it gets. VVhen I see her I don't see a com-
munist baby or a capitalist baby. I just see a child of 
God. VVhat do you see? 
StaR Writers 
Randy Burrus, Mariann Cox, Bobby Davidson, Jaime Deeter, 
Kirsten Eckerberg, Shawn Goodpasture, Kay Goree, Debbie Grant, 
Doug Hurst, Heidi Kays, Lisa Keen, Deanna Lalonde, Carol 
landerfelt, Kim lee, Mike Miller, laura Patterson, lisa Phelps, 
Thalea Rackley, Karen Roseberry, Joe Taylor, Karen Thomson and 
Jim Ware. 
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commentary 
Stop to appreciate overwhelmingjoy of the new life 
My roommate was baptized last week. 
I know that my high school English teacher would 
say that I am just jumping into things without any 
explanation or preparation. That, however, is one of 
the benefits of expressing joy- you can say whatever 
is on your mind. And how this is and has been on my 
mind. 
We met (that's my roommate and myself, not my 
English teacher and me) during the summer of '82 
when we were both new to Harding. We had both 
been in school before and then had worked before 
deciding to return and finish school. We both chose to 
come to Harding, and so our paths crossed. Over the 
summer we decided to room together and enjoyed last 
year so much that we're together again. 
He may not know how highly I think of him, 
although I try to be expressive of my regard for him. 
He will never know the number of prayers that have 
assaulted heaven for him because I don't keep track 
of mine and I couldn't say how many others were 
praying. 
He does not know how much he has been on my 
heart this year. I worried about his leaving here and 
going on to work somewhere else. He will always be a 
good person and a decent person and a valued friend. 
Now he will also be a brother in the Lord that he 
needed and that we both still do. I was afraid that he 
might leave here without being a brother and that if 
he did, thaJ: he might never become one. 
He probably didn't understand why I cried when he 
told me about his decision. He is much less emotional 
than I and reacts less to strong stimuli. He would 
probably understand less how I could write this 
column after the fact and still be moved by what he's 
done. 
He will never understand why my estimation of 
Avon Malone increased manifold times. My room-
mate and I talked, and then Malone talked with him 
and made clear to him all those things I had made 
unclear when we talked. Malone explained Scripture 
to him and also let Scripture explain itself. My 
roommate could see in Malone someone who believed 
.ln~erchanges 
Michael Corrigan 
in what he said and who portrayed this image to his 
students. .. 
My roommate probably was confused when I said 
"That's great!" after he told me he was slightly scared 
when he was baptized. I hope he can appreciate that I 
took his nervousness as a sign that he knows that what 
he has done and is doing is not easy. It is better to be 
scared from the start than to be overwhelmed when all 
of your problems don't disappear overnight. 
What do you say to a roommate who sees you all 
day long? He has seen me when I'm rested and happy 
and he has seen me when I'm tired and not. He sees 
my bad sides as well as my good. How do you explain, 
"Well, the theory of Christian living is good; 
remember though, don't look too closely at me 
because I can tell you how to live better than I can 
show you how to live." 
How do you explain to someone that you can see 
faults in people and in the church and still believe in 
both with all .your heart? It sounds silly to tell 
someone, "It is true that at a devo or Sunday morning 
class people will sing and go through the motions of 
giving a handshake or a hug to the one next to them 
and yet not speak to you afterwards unless they know 
you, but you have to learn to accept them." 
I know we're human and I know that if it were not 
for the gift of the Spirit living in me that I might be 
discouraged by some things I see in the body, but how 
do you explain that to someone who sees it as a barrier 
to joining the body? 
As has been said by many others, if it were easy to 
be a Christian everybody would want to be one. How 
do you explain to someone that it is difficult and it is 
also rewarding, and that the rewards outweigh the 
difficulties? How do you tell them that some of the 
rewards aren't tangible while the difficulties always 
seem fo be, and yet it is still worth it to be a Christian? 
The fact that these are tough questions to answer 
shows that all Christians still have much to learn, 
much to overcome, much to achieve. My roommate is 
not at an end since his baptism but at a point of 
continuation. Yet it is a point where we can stop to 
appreciate the overwhelming joy of new life in Christ. 
Once again the promises are claimed by one more 
believer. We can all be renewed in our faith because 
the hope of the faith, the working of the faith, the 
glory of the faith are renewed by the practice of the 
faith by a new creation. 
Humorous columns and opinion columns and 
entertaining columns will appear again in this space, 
but for today this celebration of joy .in life will be the 
commentary. It won't happen again for my ropm-
mate, since there is only one baptism, but it will 
happen again at this University and in places 
throughout the brotherhood. Each time, let us all 
rejoice in the further implementation of the plan of 
the Lord. 
As for the difficult questions and · how they fit in a 
joyous celebration, look to my roommate for answers. 
He found them - maybe not all of the answers, but 
he found the source. He called upon the Lord. 
Excuse Us 
Tri-Kappa defeated Zeta Rho in 
football last week 18-0 to win the 
championship. The Oct. 28 Bison 
reported that Zeta Rho won the 
game. 
Student urges support for stricter educational standards 
Letters to the editor 
TO THE EDITOR: 
In response to the recent barrage of articles con-
cerning our nation's educational system, I urge for 
public support. Due to the national dropout rate of 25 
percent and the continual decline in the Scholastic 
Aptitude Tests, it must be obvious that we need to get 
back to basics. The rising tide of mediocrity is in 
direct correlation with the decline. 
The criticism against President Reagan's merit pay 
suggestion for ou.tstanding teachers is unfounded. 
Why is it when suburbaners move, they often search 
for the best school for their children before con-
sidering a housing location. They sometimes want 
excellence without effort. We all force our children to 
brush their teeth, sometimes against their free will 
because we deem it is in their best interest; why not 
force them to learn? 
We are in desperate need of a few good teachers. 
More than 60 percent of Houston school teachers 
taking competency exams failed last spring. Why? 
Teaching is not an encouraged field as its standards 
are too low, and teachers are paid far too little, even 
though we entrust them with our children's minds five 
days a week. Our nation's yough (sic) cannot be 
mainstreamed into American society with any degree 
of proficiency, if they cannot even possess standard 
reading and communication skills. Excellence and 
effort go together, and we should stand behind those 
. ... . - -- ~ ~ . .. . , .. ~ ...... ........... .. _. _, .. , ........... ... 
who are trying to improve the educational standards 
around the nation. 
Thoughtfully, 
Debbie Garrett 
Students in Free Enterprise 
Fringe benefits sbould be taxed 
To the Editor: 
The government now wants to tax· our fringe 
benefits. It seems to go to any lengths to tax our 
earnings, but fails to cut expenditures and reduce the 
federal deficit. 
The IRS has a valid point in that: All income, from 
whatever source, is taxable. It is not fair for someone 
who is paid a salary and also gets free use of a car, an 
apartment, air travel, club memberships and so on 
having more ability to pay taxes than someone who 
has to purchase those same things with after-tax 
dollars. 
The taxation of fringe benefits should be con-
sidered, but not for the purpose of raising taxes. It 
should be considered to make taxation equitable. By 
not exempting fringe benefits, you would be 
broadening the tax base by including more things in 
it, and treating people more equally. The consequence 
of that should be lower marginal rates. We should 
have these lower marginal rates to compensate for the 
additional tax paid on benefits. 
Taxes should be fair to all, but we cannot keep 
f~,din~. ~ur go~ernment with more and m<?re tax 
dollars. We cannot fOntinue moving closer and closer 
to the Socialistic way of life. Our Economic system 
works because of the desire of most persons to im-
prove their own welfare. Continual increases in taxes 
will only diminish this desire. We must hold firm to 
our Free Enterprise system. 
Sincerely, 
Mel Sansom 
Students in Free Enterprise 
Cam·pusology 
Today 
SA movie, "Annie," 7 and 9:30 p.m., Benson 
Auditorium, admission $1. 
Tomorrow 
Final club induction activities. 
Bisons vs. Muleriders, 3 p.m., at Southern Arkansas 
University, Magnolia. 
SA double feature, "Support your Local Sheriff," 7 
p.m., and "Support your Local Gunfighter," 9:30p.m., 
Benson Auditorium, admission $1. 
Monday 
Men's open house, 7-9 p.m. . 
Tuesday 
Women's open house, 7-9 p.m. 
Thursday 
American Studies speaker, Ambassador Arkady 
Schevchenko, 7:36p.m., Benson Auditorium. 
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Forum long and it gets tiring, but my club is 
What is your opinion of the new club 
induction process? 
Paige Merritt, a ju-
nior elementary 
and special educa-
tion major and a 
member of OEGE 
social club. 
"Overall, I'm not extremely 
pleased with this year's pledging. 
After talking with both inductees 
and old members, it appears that a 
general attitude is that pledging is 
too dragged out, watered down and 
not much is being accomplished. I 
feel having one week including the 
"Silly Days" accomplished the 
whole purpose of pledging much 
more effectively. Each day both the 
challenge and excitement of pledge-
month seems to be dwindling for 
both members and the inductees." 
Gil Foster, a senior 
biology major and 
a member of Chi 
Sigs social club. 
"Taking it as a whole, I feel the 
new induction process was a suc-
cess . Cons idering how many 
problems there were to overcome 
and how little we knew about how 
our new process would work, I think 
It went very smoothly. The only 
thing l would change is the length of 
the induction period. I don't like 
having the thing hanging over my 
head for four weeks, no m-atter how 
'deintensified' it is. Besides that, I 
approve wholeheartedly and I feel it 
was a workable solution to the 
pledging dilemma. '' 
Carol Johnson, a 
junior French and 
office systems ma-
jor and an inductee 
of OEGE social 
" club. 
"I think thatthe changes made for 
this year are a vast improvement 
over last year's requirements. I was 
here last year and planned to 
pledge, but when I got the 
pledgebook and saw what I would 
have to do, I just couldn't go through 
with it. This year pledging really is 
really understanding and I am 
having fun meeting new people. I 
think a two-week inductee . period 
would be sufficient." 
Bethany Bessent, a 
senior manage-
ment major and 
member of Ju Go 
Ju social club. 
"So far, I am pleased with 
pledging . With such a drastic 
change in pledging activities, there 
are bound to be unreal expectations 
and some confusion about the new 
procedures. It looks great on paper, 
but I think it will take some time to 
get the kinks out." 
Toby Taylor, a 
freshman psychol-
ogy and Bible ma-
jor and an inductee 
of Chi Sigs social 
club. 
"I was disappointed in the new 
plans for this year's induction ac-
tivities. The regulations set down by 
the ICC have restricted the clubs 
from many of their traditional ac-
tivities. Club members are limited 
in what they may 'ask' an inductee 
to do who will do so only if he wants 
to. And this period has been stret-
ched from one week to four weeks. 
The result is confusion among clubs 
in what they can or cannot do and 
disappointment on the part of most 
of the people wanting into a club. " 
Michael Kelly, a 
freshman busines!> 
systems analysis 
major and an in-
ductee of Titans so-
cial club. 
" In my opinion, pledging should 
be one week long. Activities are so 
spread out this year that everyone 
I've talked to is ready for pledging to 
be over. During the first week 
everyone was on an emotional high 
for pledging, but people were worn 
out going into the second week. Also, 
many members were wondering 
what could be done to the pledges, 
since nearly everything had been 
prohibited. The first week was 
exciting and it 'd be better if it was 
left at that." 
We value your -business very ' ·much. 
Let's get personally acquainted so you 
can feel like you have a pharmacist 
away from home. 
MEDICAL CENTER PHARMACY 
Located in Searcy Medical Center 
2900 Hawkins Drive 
-
268-3311 
Jan. deadline set for writing contest; 
larger cash prizes to be awarded 
The annual creative writing contest entry. 
sponsored by the English department has Each person may submit entries in all 
been named in honor of Dr. Jo Cleveland, four categories. 
former professor of English, who recently AU entries most be submitted to 
retired for health reasons, according to American.Studies 3ll by 5 p.m., Jan. 'n, 
Dr. Dennis Organ, chairman of lhe 1984. 
department. Entries should Pe placed ln a folder or 
The. contest 'is open to any currently envelope with the author's name and t.he 
enrolled student of the University or the category in which the entry is to be 
Academy. judged on the outside only. The author's 
The entries will be judged in four nagte mQst not appear on the manuscript. 
categories : fiction (short stories, plays Questions regardJng the creative 
and longer works): essay (any nonfiction writing contest should be directed to Ed 
works expressing the author's point of White, American Studies 311, or ext. 'r/1. 
view such as reviews, comments. feature No manuscripts will be returned. 
stories and inspirational pieces) ; poetry; 
and hymn Iy.rics. which may be submil~ed A Cappella Chorus 
with or without music. If music is not 
written, the ~riter should indi~le the tune to tour in Arkansas 
meant to accompany the- lyriC$. 
According to Organ, lhe fiction and 
poetry categories usually have the 
most entries. He encouraged entraots to 
enter pieces in lhe byrnn lyr-ics category. 
becal.iSe there are few entries in this 
category. 
The cash prizes have been raised since 
last year. The prizes are$25 for first place, 
$15 for second place and $l0 for third 
place: prizes are awarded tn each 
category. 
The contesl is judged by selected 
English department faculty members. 
Entries must be typewritten and, except 
for poems, must be double-spaced. In lbe 
case of short poems, ooJy one poem should 
appear per page. There is oo Jimil on the 
lenglh of manuscripts ; however, no more 
than five entries in any one category may 
be submitted by one person. Each e.ntry or 
poem musl be identifiable as a single 
The University A Cappella Chorus will 
present a program for lhe Morrilton 
ChrisU.an Children's Home~Surtday in the 
first auditorium built tor Arkansas 
Christian College, lhe school which Later 
became Har·ding. -
Built 1n 1923, the auditorium served as a 
meeling place (or chapel and for the 
services of the College Churc,h of Christ, 
according to Dr. Kenneth Davis, director 
of the A Cappella. 
Davis was a student in Harding 
Academy In Morrilton from 1931 to 1934 
when the campus was relooated in Searcv. 
Earlier $Uhday, lhe chorus will sing for 
the dedication of the new buUding of the 
Westark Church of Christ in Fort Smith. 
The group will be featured on lbe 2 p.m . 
program with a guest speaker to follow. 
The A Cappella will also be singing 
tomorrow io RussellviJJe. 
THE COLLEGE INN 
TWO WAYS TO WIN! 
WIN CASH! 
Collect and Save game pieces 
under large servings of 
Coke~ TAB~ or Sprite~ 
"Coca-Cola" and 'Coke" are reg1sterP.d 
trademarks ol The Coca-Cola Company 
TAB " and Sprite" are 
reg1stered trademarks or 
The Coca-Cola 
Company 
. .. OR WIN 
LARGE SERVINGS OF COKE.! 
•(Purchase necessary as stated on game piece) 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO PLAY. OFFER EXPIRES: 12/31/83 
See complete rules at participating locations. 
THE ·cOLLEGE INN 
GET A GAME PIECE WITH EVERY LARGE 
TA 
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Tat~ hopes to inform stude.nts of unevangelized countries 
by Joe Taylor 
Bison sta ff wnter 
Dr. Van Tate, associate professor of 
sociology, and who was a missionary in 
Kenya for 10 years, has recently been 
appointed to the position of mission-
prepare director. 
According to Tate, the program is 
designed to give the University campus a 
mission emphasis and to prepare the 
student interested in mission work for the 
field of his or her interest. 
The program involves coordinating 
campaign groups, organizing and teaching 
mission courses, overseeing the mission 
lab and overseeing a summer apprentice 
program. · 
The summer apprentice program allows 
students to receive financial assistance in 
order to work in a foreign field, Tate said. 
Tate said -he would like to see more 
students using the mission lab. "I feel that 
the information we have in the lab would 
be useful to those students planning to 
participate in the HUF program, those 
going on campaigns, and those who feel 
the need to share Christ but don't know 
where to start," Tate said. 
The lab, located in the Ezell Bible 
building, contains more than 2,000 cassette 
tapes and several files of printed material 
that provide information on countries 
throughout the world. The lab is open 
every afternoon from 2 to 5 p.m. and 
some evenings from 6 to 10. 
Increasing mission awareness on 
campus and the involvement of 
students from a broader spectrum are two 
goals Tate has for the program. 
He would like to see students from other 
departments informed of mission 
programs, he said. 
Tate hopes to begin a student awareness 
program to inform students of 
unevangelized areas of the world. The 
student will be asked to pray for specific 
areas and it is hoped that through these 
prayers the students will either go or send 
others to these mission areas. If this can 
be done, Tate believes, the campus will 
come alive spiritually. 
Tate would also like to see the 
development of some new missions 
courses, he said. These classes would 
center on the formation of mission teams 
and specific countries or areas of the 
world. 
According to Tate, only one-fourth of the 
world's population has any kind of 
allegiance to Christianity:. 
Statistics show the number of 
missionaries going into foreign fields is 
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decreasing, Tate said. 
Tate gave two reasons why he believes 
this mission decreas.e is occurring. First, 
churches are becoming discouraged with 
the lack of success in overseas work, and 
second, economic hard times make fun-
ding for missions more difficult. 
The lack of success occurs because 
missionaries are not adequately trained 
for the problems they will face. Tate 
believes the University's program helps to 
prepare the student for these problems. 
The program is designed to help the 
student better adjust to the new area, 
learn the language and to be prepared 
Biblically, psychologically, socially and 
emotionally for the new -environment. 
Tate thinks the reason more students 
are not interested in going to mission 
areas is that few have the committment 
that missions demand, and so few students 
realize the need for evangelism in foreign 
fields. 
This lack of interest may be a result of 
America 's secular-oriented society, the 
lack of spiritual motivation in churches 
and the failure of parents to teach their 
children the need for foreign evangelism, 
Tate said. 
The desire has to start in the homes and 
the congregations have to reaffirm the 
teaching in the homes; Tate said. "I don't 
see any real move in that direction," Tate 
said. 
The greatest needs, according to Tate, 
are in the 17,000 African and Asian tribes . 
who have not heard the gospel. 
Fraters men's social club disbands 
because of decreasing membership 
Frater Sodalis men's social club 
disbanded after a majority vote last 
Monday night. Nine of the 17 members 
voted for the dissolvement of the club, 
according to club president John Miller. 
"The biggest reasons were because a 
large number would be leaving and we 
have only gotten five new members in the 
past two years," Miller said. Many other 
people had dropped out to go to other 
clubs, he said. 
Fraters was founded in 1946, making it 
the third-oldest men's club on campus. 
Tofebt was Fraters' sister club. Miller 
said he notified the president of Tofebt, 
Lyn Dowdy, last Wednesday night of the 
decision to disband. 
Dowdy said that she does not think 
Tofebt will get another brother club for a 
while. They are going to take this op-
portunity to get together with other men's 
clubs for devotionals and parties, she said. 
Dowdy said that the disbanding of 
Fraters would affect Tofebt as a whole. 
"They're still our friends and still our 
brothers," Dowdy said. 
Miller said that members of Fraters 
would either jump to another club or be 
part of the new club that both Miller and 
Dowdy mentioned was to be formed by 
former Fraters members. About eight of 
the 17 members are planning to form the 
new club. 
Family establishes fund in memory of student 
A memorial fund in honor of Ken Ard, a 
University junior who was found dead in 
his apartment last fall, has been 
established by his brother and parents, 
according to Floyd Daniel, vice-president 
for development. 
The primary purpose of the fund is to 
provide grants to the University's Chorale 
members, in order for them to participate 
in summer campaigns. Applicants will be 
Men's Open House 
Monday 7-9 p.m. 
Women's Open House 
Tuesday 7-9 p.m. 
considered on the basis of scholarship, 
demonstrated capability, potential service 
and financial need. 
Ard had been a member of Chorale. 
The fund will be administered by a 
committee comprised of the Chorale 
director, Dr. Clifton Ganus III, the Chorale 
president and AI Fowler, a representative 
of the development office. 
As additional contributions are received 
and distributable income rises above the 
level needed to meet scholarship grants, 
extra funds may be used for Chorale sheet 
music supplies, Chorale travel expenses, 
unifortn~ and other needs. 
Contributions to the fund may be made 
to the Development Office, Box 932, Har-
ding University, Searcy, Ark. 72143. For 
more information call 501-268-6161, ext. 
312. 
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Shearin turns interest, talent in music!into ·teach in 
by Mariann Cox 
Ht'iUil "'"''' wrltt•r 
Arthur Shearin never chose music as a 
career. Music chose him. 
Although his family was not a par-
ticularly musical one, the oldest of the 
Shearin children demonstrated interest 
and talent in music at an early age. 
It was a Wednesday night service at the 
Boliver, Tenn. , Church of Christ when 8-
year-old Arthur led his first invitation 
song. "Guide Me, 0 Thou Great Jehovah" 
marked the beginning of a lifetime of 
music for Shearin. "It was no big deal," he 
recalls. "I knew I could do it." 
Beginning piano lessons in the third 
grade, Shearin "moved into music 
naturally." He took up trombone playing 
in junior high and became section leader 
as a sophomore at Boliver Central High. 
That same year the school's Christmas 
program came under his direction, and he 
sang publicly for the first time. 
Although the school had no formal 
choral program, Shearin auditioned for 
the All-State Chorus and not only was 
accepted into the choir, but he also was the 
only West Tennessee student to achieve a 
perfect score in the audition. 
Shearin's interests reached beyond his 
musical abilities in high school. Editor of 
the school yearbook, a Boys' State 
delegate, and class president all were 
among the leadership roles he assumed. 
And he still managed to graduate as 
salutatorian of his class. 
H.A. Doyle, former president of Freed-
Hardeman College in Henderson, Tenn., 
visited Shearin and persuaded him, during 
a round of golf, to enroll at F-HC. 
Naturally, while at Freed, Shearin sang 
in the college choir. Recognizing the young 
man's potential, the director gave Shearin 
"a lot of opportunity to assume leadership 
roles, conduct during concerts, and things 
like that," he said. 
He was the recipient of the Martha Dean 
Roberts Memorial Scholarship, an award 
so generous that "when I went through the 
registration line, the college owed me $2," 
he said. 
Once again, Shearin was the 
salutatorian of his class. "There was 
always some smart girl ahead of me," he 
remarked. 
After two years at F -HC, Shearin 
transferred to Harding in 1968 where he 
was elected president of the A Cappella 
and was named outstanding music student 
both years. He sang leading roles in two 
Harding operas, "H.M.S. Pinafore" and 
"Cavalleria Rusticana," traveled with 
Belles and Beaux, and received the H.Y. 
Benedict Fellowship cash award of Alpha 
Chi. 
It was also at Harding that Shearin met 
his musical match in choral conducting 
class under Dr. Ken Davis. Sheri Tipps 
was also a music major and a member of 
Belles and Beaux, but her troupe was 
more traveled than Shearin's. ''Sheri got 
to go to the Orient for nine weeks; I got to 
go places like Beebe and Cabot," Shearin 
commented. 
Far from experiencing love at first 
sight, Shearin and Sheri were rivals from 
the start. "Sheri was pretty much the big 
woman on campus, and I was a transfer 
from Freed-Hardeman," he said. 
Sheri graduated in 1969 with a B.A. 
in music education. She set out for 
Gallatin, Tenn., where she spent the next 
two years teaching music in public 
schools. 
Shearin graduated summa cum 
laude in 1970 with a B.A. in music. His final 
GPA came to 3.99. Golf and bowling, 
taught by M.E. Berryhill, earned him the 
only B of his college career. 
Shearin ' s immediate future was 
determined for him when he became "one 
of those numbers Nixon pulled out of a 
drum," he said. l{e served two years with 
the military police in Denver, Colo., where 
he guarded the gates of the Rocky 
Mountain Arsenal . 
As a beneficiary of the G.I. Bill, he was 
able to complete his master's and doc-
torate work later. But he believes he 
benefitted from his army experience in 
other ways. "I learned a great deal about 
the chain of command and the importance 
of self-discipline," he said. "I also learned 
some lessons about human worth." 
Following a correspondence courtship, 
Shearin and Sheri Tipps married in June 
of 1971. "We got together over Christmas 
(of '70) and things just kind of fell into 
place," he said. 
(Sheri claims, "We were two mature 
individuals that found each other." 
Shearin responds, "She's probably right. 
She usually is.") 
The couple returned to Harding in 1972 
when his tenure with the Army ended, and 
Shearin joined the faculty. Sheri became 
the music department secretary and 
taught elementary music methods. He 
began working on his master's at Mem-
phis State the next summer and completed 
it in the summer of 1974. 
Graduated on Friday, Shearin moved to 
BoUlder, Colo., on Saturday and began his 
doctorate work on Monday at the 
University of Colorado. 
Shortly after moving to Henderson, 
Tenn., in the fall of 1976, Shearin com-
pleted his dissertation and received his 
D.M.A. in choral music in December. 
DuringhisfirstyearatF-HC, he began the 
Chorale for "students who wanted to 
sing." Before he left, Shearin was 
department chairman and the Chorale had 
expanded to 50 members, functioning as a 
major touring ensemble. 
Also as department chairman, Shearin 
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"/ am perfectly content to 
teach classroom courses 
and to continue involve-
ment in choral and vocal 
activities. The highest call-
ing here is that of the class-
room teacher," he said. "It 
is there that contact with 
the students is best made." 
established four majors, two teaching and 
two performance. 
Now, as in his high school days, 
Shearin's interests extend beyond his 
musical activities. He has written a study 
guide for a course in men's wear and was 
able to teach the course once or twice at F-
HC. "I talk about image, fabrics, fit, how · 
to buy. It's a very practical course," he 
said. 
"It's totally different from the girl who 
spoke in chapel last year," he remarked. 
"That represents a basic fallacy : women 
engage in most of the activity in this area, 
but women think like women and not like 
men." 
Shearin also has a keen interest in 
sports. "I was never any good at 
basketball, and I was too skinny to play 
football," he said. At 5'7" and 125 pounds, 
Shearin learned to enjoy watching the 
football games, and he marched proudly 
on to the field at haHtime to direct the high 
school band when he was its drum major. 
"I swim three days a week, and I love to 
play softball," he said with enthusiasm. 
While in Colorado, he learned to ski 
without breaking any bones. "I wasn't an 
ace, but I managed to stay up long enough 
to get down the slopes." 
The fall of 1982 marked Shearin's return 
to the University faculty. Leaving his 
position as music department chairman at 
F-HC, he took charge of some of the music 
classes and created three new singing 
groups: Bel Canto Singers, Troubadours 
and Commonwealth Singers. 
Shearin's return was partially prompted 
by the quality of life in Searcy which he 
says is substantially better than many 
other places. He anticipates better 
education for his children here and is 
looking forward to placing his son Scott in 
the Academy next fall when he enters 
fourth grade. 
Shearin hopes to stay in Searcy for a 
while. "I came with the idea that I would 
stay permanently," he said. "I am per-
fectly content to teach classroom courses 
and to continue involvement in choral and 
vocal activities." 
He has no aspirations for positions of 
administration. "The highest calling here 
is that of the classroom teacher," he said. 
"It is there that contact with the students 
is best made." 
It is not widely known that Shearin's 
parents nicknamed him "Sonny." They 
haven't yet told him why they chose that 
name, but he says, "I guess it's just 
because I bring sunshine with me 
everywhere I go." Then he chuckles 
loudly. 
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Cast members selected for·student-di rected one-act plays 
by by Goree 
Bison staff writer 
Seven students from Drama 310, a play-
production class, will present one-act 
plays later this semester, according to 
Morris Ellis, assistant proCessor of speech. 
As a class project, the students choose a 
production which they cast and direct. 
The first productions will be directed by 
seniors Kim Hudson and Jo Ellen Noland 
on Nov. 21. 
Hudson's selection is Visitor from 
Forest Hills, by Neil Simon. The story is a 
comedy about a couple who are trying to 
coax their daughter out of the bathroom on 
her wedding day. Performing the show 
will be Lisa Taylor, John Moore, Tim 
Johnson and Teresa Woodruff. The stage 
manager will be Brent Childress. 
Noland is directing Overtones, by Alice 
Gerstenberg, which shows the conflict 
between the person we show other people 
and the person that we really are, by 
having each character portray~ by two 
people. 
Robyn Ransom, Shelley Bookout, Susan 
Perkins and Janet Knickerbocker will be 
the performers and Lori Johnson wiiJ act. 
as stage manager. 
Dec. 2 is the date for the second set of 
shows which will be directed by Rona Lyon 
and Jeff Johnson. 
Lyon will present Goodbye to the Clown, 
by Ernest Kinoy. It is the story of a little 
girl coming to grips with the loss of her 
father and with growing up. Kerry Smith 
will serve as stage director and the 
characters will be portrayed by Kim 
Hudson, Dan Tullos, San Miller, Pete 
Pro~r and Jesse Dismukes. 
Forthcoming product.ion of Neil Simon's " Visitor from Forest Hills" will include, from left, Brent Childress of Broken 
Arrow, Okla .• stage manager; Teresa Woodroof of Nashville, Tenn .; Kim Hudson of Waynesboro, Va., director; Lisa 
Taylor of Little Rock, and John Moore of McMinnville, Tenn . The one-act play will be held in the Little Theatre . 
Johnson's show is a spoof of the classic 
who-done-it murder mysteries, revolving 
around the peanut murders. Stage 
manager for the show will be Jeanne 
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Geannetta Walker. 
Lacy's show, If Men Played Cards as 
Wome.n Do, by George Kaufman js satire 
of women'~ bridge games told by showing 
a group of men playing cards using tile 
cJje~es and conversations that women do 
when playing bridge. The actors are Kevin 
Bay, Dan Billingsley, John Brown and Jay 
Tyree. 
The Chinamen, by Michael Frayne, will 
be directed by Hill . This play is a comedy 
about a I'WID who has a bad men1ocy anil 
accidentaijy inv:it~ a man over to dinner 
when his wife has invited over the invited 
man's former wife and ber boy;friend. 
While the entire cast bas not yet been 
selected, those who have been cast are 
Robin Starck, Dan Billingsley, Debbie 
Grant and Tim Covingtpn. The stage 
manager is Jeff Mansur. 
Tbe final show will be Tbe Boor, !:Jy 
Anton Chekov, directed by Walker. This is 
a farce about relationships between men 
and women. Walker said tbat the play 
presents situations that are comical, yet 
true. The cast is cempri.sed of Tina Hawk, 
Marty Countess and Brett Phillips. Stage 
manager is Jody Hobbs. 
Education honor society induds new members 
New members were recently inducted 
into Kappa Delta Pi, the national 
education honor society. 
New members are Stephanie Bird, 
Melissa Blume, Bruce Caldwell, Kim 
Clark, Pat Cleveland, Alice Coburn, Terri 
Davis, Angela Dean, Sharon Deason, 
Susan Duke, Mary Eudaly, Rebekah 
Fields, Michael Hawley, Lori Kenney, 
Brenda McDonald, Judy McDowell, Tim 
McElroy, Paige Merritt, Lorraine Pitt-
man, Robyn Ransom, Sheryl Scott, Jo 
Jean Smith, Angie Stalans, James Sutton, 
Sandra Todd, John Ward and Brenda 
Wheaton. 
In order to be eligible for Kappa Delta Pi 
a student must be an undergraduate 
planniqg a career in education. He or she 
must alSo have a 3.0 or higher cumulative 
average on 60 or more hours. A graduate 
student with a 3.25 or higher GP A on 12 or 
·more graduate hours with a minimum of 
12 hours of professional education as a 
graduate or undergraduate is also eligible. 
SHORTY'S FOOD MART 
- WEEKLY SPECIAL·- · 
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Halloween Hoots b1 \0 KLI~AilAYA~HI 
Former professor 
named honor alumnus 
The Distinguished Alumnus award of 
1983 was received by Dr. William Clark 
Stevens, a University graduate of 1949, 
last Friday evening at the Black and Gold 
Alumni banquet in American Heritage 
Cafeteria. . 
Stevens received his doctorate in biology 
(microbiology division) from Vanderbilt 
University in 1956, after receiving his 
masters degree at the University of 
Arkansas in 1951. 
He is currently professor of biology at 
Abilene Christian University. He has also 
taught at Harding, Vanderbilt University 
and Beebe Junior College (now Arkansas 
State University at Beebe). 
Stevens has written many articles from 
various studies he has conducted on his 
own, or with others. Many of these studies 
have dealt with human physical fitness, 
water quality and animal research. 
His most recent study which has been 
submitted to the Texas Journal of Science 
for publication, was entitled "Naturally 
acquired leprosy-like disease in the nine-
banded armadillo in and around Taylor 
County, Texas." 
Workers in the financial aid office got into th~ spirit of Halloween earlier this week. 
Wedding Invitations 
Banquet Programs 
Club Stationery Debate teams compete in tournaments 
The University's forensics and debate 
teams recently competed at Oklahoma 
Christian College. 
In that competition, the team of June 
Middleton and Kim Hudson won second in 
duo interpretation while Ellen Porter was 
third in total speaker points among the 
competing debaters. 
"The individual events help increase 
public speaking skills, teach the skills of 
dealing with success and failure in com-
petH:ion and also bring an increased 
awareness of the literature they present," 
Garner said. "Debate brings those things 
and also a strong development of research 
and organizational skills." 
The team's next competition will be 
today and tomorrow at Louisiana State 
University at Shreveport. 
Competing for the University in the area 
of debate this year are Parker Allen, 
Rebekah Davis, Jodee Hobbs, Ellen 
Porter and Dawn Pryor. 
ParticipantS in individual events are 
June Middleton, Linda Counts, Mark 
Williams, Kevin Bay, Allan Keirn, Kim 




Oct. 14 and 15 were the dates of the 
second tournament that took place at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. It 
was a good meet for the team with a 
number of members placing, - ac-
cording to Dr. Pat Garner, assistant 
professor of speech. 
Former Soviet official to lecture 
COMMERCIAL PRINTING 
AND LITHOGRAPHING 
300 South Remington 
Box 758, Station A c 
SEARCY, ARK. 72143 
June Middleton won first in poetry, and 
the team of Kevin Bay and Linda Counts 
went to the finals in duo interpretation. 
The team of Ellen Porter and Jodee Hobbs 
won first in debate with Porter also taking 
first in speaker points. 
Southwest Missouri State at Springfield 
was the site of the next contest Oct. 22 and 
23. Kim Hudson took firSt place in 
dramatic interpretation and Allan Keirn 
was fourth in dramatic interpretation. In 
debate, the team of Porter and Hobbs 
placed fourth with Porter fourth in 
speaker points. 
To participate in these tournaments the 
team travels an average of 300 miles, 
Garner said. They usually attend about 12 
meets each year. 
Anyone can become a member of the 
debate-forensics team, Garner said. 
Membership is on a voluntary basis. 
Arkady N. Schevchenko, former Soviet 
ambassador who defected to the United 
States in 1978, will be the third speaker in 
the American Studies lecture series 
Thursday at 7:30 p.m., in Benson 
Auditorium. 
Schevchenkois the highest ranking Soviet 
official ever to defect to the West. He was 
born in 1930 in the U.S.S.R., received a 
Ph.D. in International Law from the 
Moscow State Institute of International 
Relations and has written many books. 
For five years Schevchenko has bee.n 
undersecretary general of the United 
Natio.ns. Before being appointed to th:ili 
position he was for three years personal 
advisor to Soviet Foreign Minister 
Gromyko. 
Schevchenko also worked for Soviet 
presidents Nikita S. Khrushchev and 
Leonid I. Brezhnev. He was actively in-
volved in Soviet decision-making on such 
issues as Soviet-American relations, 
disarmament, the United Nations, the 
OPEN HOUSE 
ANNIVERSARY SALE 
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Middle East and China. 
Since coming to the United States, 
Schevchenko has lectured at many 
American colleges and high schools. He is 
currently finishing a book about his ex-
periences as a Soviet diplomat and his 
work at the United Nations. 
All American Studies students are 
required to attend this lecture. 
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Mascot enjoys people, ·chance to help football team 
by Debbie Grant 
Bi~on 'itatf wr1ter 
Have you ever wondered who was ac-
tually jumping around in that Bison suit 
and keeping you entertained at the football 
games'? That person is Todd Frazier, a 
freshman management major from 
Beaver Dam, Wis. 
Frazier was chosen as the Bison mascot 
at the beginning of this school year. He 
tried out with others who "put on the suit, 
jumped around to the school song and did a 
cheer," he said. · 
The cheerleaders, football players and 
coaches voted on the candidates choosing 
Frazier. 
Bison cheerleader Charlotte Bray said, 
"Todd stood out; he was very energetic. If 
we had it to do over, I'd pick Todd again. 
He's very cooperative and willing to help 
with everything." 
Frazier played football in high school 
where he sometimes helped the 
cheerleaders with pep rallies . He had 
hoped to play for the Bisons but was not 
able to because of a knee injury. 








• J.D. & Passport 
"I thought maybe this was something 
else I could do to be a part of the·team," 
Frazier said. 
''Todd is a big part of the crowd sup-
port," James Kiggins, a defensive end for 
the Bisons, said. "He lives up on the floor 
(in Harbin Hall> with a lot of the players, 
so he is really close to us and is a part of 
the team." 
Offensive guard Phillip Nannie agreed, 
"Todd is a good friend to everybody and 
we all like him." 
The cheerleaders have practice Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday from 3-5 p.m. 
and Todd goes too. He learns the new 
cheers with them, helps with pyramids 
and thinks of ways to be original. He also 
travels to away games. 
"I think the cheerleaders are doing a 
super job," said Frazier. "Sometimes I 
wish that people would go more with the 
cheerleaders as a group." 
Being the Bison has given Todd the 
opportunity to meet a lot of people. 
"Someone will say, 'Hey, you're the 
Bison!' It kind of strikes up con-
versations," he said. 
When asked what he liked about the job, 
Frazier said that the kids were great. 
"They are the funniest when they are real 
little, if they aren't afraid of me," Frazier 
said. "When they are older, they just want 
the footballs.'.' 
However, the job does have its 
drawbacks. "The worst thing is that I 
sweat to · death," said Frazier. "I lost 
seven pounds during the first game." 
Frazier does not receive a scholarship, 
but he said that being with the 
cheerleaders is a fringe benefit. 
Plans are being made for Frazier to 
perform at some of the basketball games, 
but all of the details have not been worked 
out yet, he said. 
"It's easy to go out there and act crazy 
because I'm behind a mask," said Frazier. 
"I'm having fun and I'll stick with it." 
hv YO Kli~AitAYA\ 11 1 
Bison mascot Todd Frazier stands ready to cheer on the Bisons. 
Campus radio station to air album rock show 
By Appointment - Call 268-9304 KHCA, the campus radio station, began 
a new album-oriented rock show on 
Wednesday. 1407 E. Moore Ave. The show, "Solid Rock," is cohosted by 
James Aldrich, a freshman from Mt. 
Dora, Fla., and Denver Lee, a freshman 
from Toledo, Ohio. 
Searcy, AR 72143 
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"There are a lot of people on this 
campus that like rock music," Aldrich 
said. "We are going to try and pick out a 
lot of different groups and blend them all 
into one show." 
"Solid Rock" is going to be aimed at 
those people that "get tired of listening to 
Top 40 all the time," according to station 
public relations director, Debbie Grant. 




something for everybody. This show is for 
those people that are serious about rock 'n 
roll." 
"We realize that there is an audience out 
there that wants more than pop music," 
said station manager Allan Keirn. "This 
show is to try and reach them." 
"Since this is a Christian university, we 
can't play songs that would be morally 
objeOiionable, " Lee said. "But there is 
a lot of good music that we can and will 
play. People need to realize that this does 
not eliminate heavy rock." 
Aldrich and Lee will be playing 
"everything from A-Z." The music will go 
back to early rock as well as to the 
present. 
"We'll keep you in touch with what made 
rock history yesterday and what is making 
it today," Lee said. 
The show will air every Wednesday from 
11 p.m. to midnight. 
ATTENTION 
Earth Home Builders or iust 
Wise Investors! 
80 acres, mostly wooded, with creek. 
Southern exposure for good sunlight. 
Just 8 miles northwest of Bald Knob. 
ONLY $350 PER ACRE. 
We also have two 4-acre tracks 
located inside the Searcy city limits. 
ONLY $3500 PER ACRE. 
For an appointment call Lynn or Verla Davis with Davis Realtors 
724-5204 
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sports 
by YO KURAIIAYASHI 
Bison player Don Shumate goes back to pass in Saturday's game against the University of Arkansas at Monticello. The Boll Weevils won 15-0 
Strong performances ease loss to Weevils 
by Bobby Davidson 
B1,o11 ,1,1tl wr~tt•r 
It is said that in every cloud there is a 
silver lining. If this is true, a very big 
cloud floated onto Alumni Field during 
Saturday's Homecoming game, as the 
Bison football team lost its third con-
ference contest to the University of 
Arkansas at Monticello Boll Weevils by a 
score of 15-0. 
The Bisons' offense, which penetrated 
into UAM territory six times, was unable 
to score, while the injury-ridden defense 
allowed the Boll Weevils 321 total yards 
and 15 points. 
The silver linings in this cloud came in 
the form of outstanding performances by 
linebacker Greg Poston, kick-returner 
Bobby Jones and quarterback Manny 
Lowery. 
Poston, a solid defensive performer all 
season, made 14 tackles, intercepted a 
pass and blocked a punt. 
Jones, who has recently proved that his 
5'8", 155-pound frame can withstand the 
beating of college football, returned four 
kickoffs for 118 yards, averaging 29.5 
yards per return. 
Another impressive lining in the Bisons' 
cloud was freshman quarterback Manny 
Lowery, who stepped in for Durwood Dry 
with eight minutes left in the game. 
Lowery completed six of his seven pass 
attempts for a total of 65 yards. 
"We put Manny in there so we could 
start running the option," said coach John 
. 
Prock, however, will stick with his 
seniors next week as the Bisons face 
Southern Arkan:;as University. 
"We won't give up on our seniors; we'll 
play to win and we'll win with ·our 
seniors," Prock said. "We just had a down 
day overall against UAM last week. I don't 
want to take anything away from them 
<UAM), because they played a fine ball 
game, but we just didn't execute. That was 
probably our worst game in two years; it 
was a conference game and that's what 
hurts," Prock said. 
The Bisons' record is now 3-4, with an 0-3 
mark in conference play, as they take on 
the Southern Arkansas Muleriders 
tomorrow at Magnolia. The Muleriders 
are 3-4, and 2-1 in Arkansas Intercollegiate 
Conference competition. 
James Joyce bruised his ribs in the UAM 
game, but will probably be ready to start, 
while Byron Walls' injured foot might keep 
him out of tomorrow's game. John Tom 
Thompson, out indefinitely with knee 
surgery, will not see action tomorrow. 
Southern Arkansas, a fast, physical 
team with good player depth, will try to 
add on to their 15-9 lead over the Bisons in · 
previous games. 
Mulerider quarterback Jerry Copeland, 
a sophomore, showed his ability last week 
as he victimized Henderson State with 71 
yards passing and 171 yards rushing. 
Linebacker Mickey Moss, defensive 
tackle Larry Walls, noseguard James 
Cantrell, and free safety Dennis Wood-
Mazzio's Player 
of the Week 
Greg Poston 
lEI 
FLIPPIN - KIIHNL 
EYE CARE CENTER, P. C. 
311 North Spruce Street t1ighway 367 South 
Searcy, Arkansas 72143 Bald Knob, Arkansas 7201 0 
5011268-3577 501/724-6376 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-592-2020 
Howard F. Flippin, O.D. Michael Kiihnl, O.D. 
General Optometry General and Pediatric 
Optometry 
berry will be the men to watch on the 
Muleriders' defense. 
"SAU is the second-best team we'll face 
all year, behind the University of Central 
Arkansas," Pri>ck said, "and they have 
the strongest defensive front we'll see all 
year." · 
UAM 6 6 0 3-15 
Harding 0 0 0 ~ 
Team Statistics Harding UAM 
First downs 9 16 
Rushes-net yards 46-73 53-188 
Passing yards 71 133 
Passes comp -att -int. 7-15-0 7-14-1 
Total plays-yards 61-144 67-321 
Punts-average 7-35 4 4-23.2 
Fumbles-lost o-o o-o 
Penalties-yards 7-65 4-45 
cut 1: o~e\t • 
\1l on a 1\&rlaltl 
c\ill 'these (,Oll\l01l&· 
r--------------------, r--------------------, 
1 Chicken Fried Steak 1 1 Chopped Steak 1 
I with freshstastlks I I with freshstastlks 1 
I I' ·l'" I 
1 $2.79 1 1 $3.29 1 
I I I I 
I Expires Nov. 11, 1913 1 I Expires Nov. 11, 1983 I 
'--------------·------J L-------------------.;...-1 
World's favorite, served the Bonanza way, with ltaked ~ 
or french Friel, and all you want 
from our fantastic food liar. 
y,as\ ll&ce ~~en\lel 
searcY 
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Teacher one of 17,000 runners in New York Marathon 
by Joe Taylor 
Bison staff writer 
Have you ever wanted to visit all five 
sections of New York City - in one af-
ternoon? 
That is what Jeff Hopper, assistant 
professor of music, did on Oct. 23, when he 
ran in the New York Marathon. 
Of 17,000 participants in the race, 
Hopper finished 7 ,801st, covering the 26 
mi_le, 385 yard course in three hours and 40 
minutes. 
Before the New York race, Hopper said 
he had run in marathons at Jackson, 
Miss., Huntsville, Ala., and Booneville. 
It was at Booneville and Jackson that he 
ran his best times of three hours and 16 
minutes, he said. 
minutes, wpich he plans to attempt Dec. 10 
at Huntsville, Ala. Some day he hopes to 
run the course in under three hours, he 
said. 
Hopper said he wanted to run in the New 
York Marathon because it is a big race 
with a lot of excitement and support of the 
city; it has a "festive atmosphere." Going 
to New York would also allow him to do 
some work for Spring Sing, which he 
directs, he said. 
He said it was not unusual for the 
estimated crowd of two or three million 
people to encourage the runners to con-
tinue running when they begin to look 
tired. 
Hopper said he stopped during the race 
at an aid station and was walking while 
drinking, when the crowd and a policeman 
began to yell "move it" at him. 
Hopper, who attended the Cincinnati 
Conservatory of Music for two years and 
received his bachelor's degree from the 
University, began running seven years 
ago at the age of 25. 
He said he never participated in track or 
cross country in school, but began running 
in marathons for the challenges that they 
provided. First, there was the challenge in 
completing the race and then there was 
the challenge to run the course as fast as 
possible, he said. 
He said most of the year he runs about 50 
miles a week, but when he is training for a 
marathon he runs 60 to 80 miles a week. 
"Running helps to achieve my racing 
goals and also helps the other 23 hours of 
the day," he said. 
Hopper said running makes him more 
alert and helps him feel better during the 
day and that he runs more for the rewards 
than for the actual running. 
Hopper said this year about 60,000 
people applied for the race in which 
runners are chosen by a lottery system. 
Only the world-class athletes are invited 
back every year. 
"I have really appreciated the support 
friends have given me before and after the 
race by showing interest and excitement 
in me for being able to do it," Hopper said. 
Hopper said his immediate goal is to run 







FOR INSURANCE CALL 
Vernon Rogers 
268-8638 
131 1 E. Race Ave . 
Like a good neighbor, 
State Farm is there. 
Stole Form Insurance Companies 
Home Offices Bloomington , Illinois 
The womens' volleyball program, 
despite a lackluster record this season, 
definitely has a bright future, according to 
head coach Dr. Karyl Bailey. 
The Lady Bisons finished the season 
with an overall record of 4-17, good enough 
for a sixth place finish in the Arkansas 
Intercollegiate Conference. 
Although the win-loss record left much 
to be desired, Bailey said he still felt quite 
satisfied with the team's progress. As the 
season progressed, Bailey said that the 
team's setting, spiking, passing, serving 
and overall strategic skills improved 
greatly. 
Beginning the season with a team with 
little experience, size or practice, Bailey 
had to face the difficult job of putting 
together players with a wide range of 
talents and experience to form a com-
petitive team. Although he said that he had 
occasionally had doubts concerning some 
of his decisions as well as his dedication, 
Bailey said he still has enjoyed the season. 
INTRODUCING 
HICKORY PIT SMOKED BAR·B·QUE 
Cooked Right Here In Our Hickory Pit Smokehouse 
r----------------~~~------------1 
1 One Big Bar-B-Que 1 I and a medium coke $1 . 5Q I 
I With Coupon Expires 1 1/ 17/83 I 
~------------------------~-------~ !I Coke is o registered trademark of the Coco-Colo Bottling Company, Inc. '£1/rf~ ~ fl/J PLA~ 
~




Delivered on Campus 
Start Christmas 
Lay-away Now I 
CORNER GIFT SHOP 
268-4741 Across from Science Bldg. 
Bailey said that his job has been made 
easier by his players. Typifying his team 
as a "real coachable group of good 
Christian girls," Bailey noted that his 
players' enthusiasm to play at the in-
tercollegiate level made it easier for them 
to learn. 
Bailey was especially satisfied with the 
spirit and dedication shown by the five 
senior players, who were "so glad to play 
AIC ball." 
It does seem that the Lady Bisons have 
accomplished the most important goal of 
their premier season- to lay a foundation 
to build a winning program on. 
With five starters and five others 
returning next year, Bailey expects that 
the experience gained this year against 
AIC foes will help the Lady Bisons to finish 
in "the middle of the pack" of the con-
ference in 1984. 
Bailey, however, realizes that such an 
improvement can only be accomplished 
with the recruiting of about " three or 
four" good high school players and ad-
!}itional effort from the returning players. 
returning players. 
University voice students to compete 
in regional contest next weekend 
Seven voice students from the 
University will compete in the regional 
contest of the National Association of 
Teachers of Singing CNATS) next weekend 
in Little Rock. 
Dr. Kenneth Davis, chairman of the 
music department, and Dr. Arthur 
Shearin, associate professor of music , 
have chosen Chris Batty, Laura Davidson, 
Jennifer Falkner, Trey Reely, Paige 
Staggs, Jay Walls and Veronica Williams 
to represent the school in the auditions. 
Only students whose schools are members 
of the NATS organization are allowed to 
participate in the contest. 
Each student will be placed into a 
category based on how long he has been 
taking college voice lessons. The four 
categories ·include upper college men, 
upper college women, lower college men 
Cross-count_ry team 
places fourth in meet 
The men's Bison cross-country team 
returned from Oxford, Miss., two weeks 
ago where they ran "one of their best 
meets of the year," according to cross-
country coach Ted Lloyd. 
This year at the Ole Miss invitational 
cross-country meet, the women's race was 
cancelled at the last minute forcing the 
Lady Bisons out of the competition. 
The men's team finished in fourth place 
among several larger schools. The results 
were Auburn, 28, LSU, 77, Ole Miss, 90, 
Harding, 96, Mississippi College, 98, 
Memphis State, 120 and Mississippi State, 
124. 
University sophomore AI Bates placed 
first for the Bisons, finishing the 5-mile 
course in 8th place overall with a time of 
25: 18. Eddie Neal, Ken Berry and Larry 
Wayne finished 20th, 21st and 22nd 
respectively for the Bisons, while James 
Pinson was 38th and Daryl Halbert. 42nd. 
Arkansas Tech is the Bisons' toughest 
conference competition, having beaten 
Harding both times they have met. · 
and lower college women. 
Upper college contestants compete for a 
$40 first prize, $25 second and $15 third. 
Lower college awards are $30, $20 and $10. 
For the auditions, each student will sing 
an aria, an English song and an art song in 
a foreign language. Those who progress to 
the finals will be judged by one 
representative from each school in the 
region and will have opportunity to move 
on to the state auditions in February. 
The featured guest artist at the com-
petitipn will be Charles Nelson, a bass-
baritone who teaches at East Texas State 
University. Nelson formerly chaired the 
music department at David Lipscomb 
College in Nashville. 
A -guest clinician also will present a 
lecture to the members of the NATS, 
demonstrating new teaching methods. 
Scoreboard 
"A" Tum Volloyboll 
Theta Ps1 dt>feated Tofebt 
Kappa Delta defeated GAT A 
Ka Re Ta defeated Kire1 
Theta Psi defeated Ph1 Delta 
''B" Te~m Volleyb~ll 
Tri Sigs defeated ReMina 
OEGE defeated Delta Chi 
Shantih defeated GAlA 
Tofebt defeated Sigma Pho 
Ka Re Ta defeated Theta Psi 
KKK defeated lu Go /u 
Tri Sigs defeated Phi Delta 
Kirei defeated Ko Jo Kai 
Regina defeated Kirei 
Shantih defeated Zeta Rho 
Tofebt defeated /u Go lu 
"C" Te~m Volleyball 
Sigma Phi defeated Kirei 
/u Go /u defeated Kappa Delta 
KKK defeated Zeta Rho 
Shantih defeated OEGE 
Theta Psi defeated Regina 
GATA defeated KKK 
Zeta Rho defeated Phi Delta 
Tofebt defeated Sigma Phi 
lntro111urol Volloyboll 
lions defeated Cats 
Tigers defeated Bears 




Andy's is 5 years old this month, and to celebrate, 
we're rolling back the price on our delicious Andy 
Burger to 1978levels. One-quarter pound of fresh 












A ~ pound Andyburger, 1 
1 fixed the way you want it. l 
Cheese - 20<t: extra : 
Tomato - lO<t: extra l 
OFFER GOOD AT ANDY'S I 
OF SEARCY ONLY I 




November 9, 1983 
But hurry, our 
Birthday Bonanza 
expires Novem-
,, ber 9, 1983. 
Good Only At 
3004E. Race 
Searcy 
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